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MEETING HIGHLIGHTS
The March meeting was held in Burl Vincent's expanded
shop. What a rnarvellous place to work and meei. fie iras
adeguate space for each piece ofoperating eqtripment plus
large ares where he can c:rry on several large projects
simultaneously. Way to go, Burl.

Barry Humphus gave a presentation on the sharpening of
chisels and planes. He spoke ofthe concept of"zero radius"
and addressed the features of several sharpening mediums,
particularly the Arkansas oilstones and the recently
introduced Japanese waterstones.
Of particular interest was the trend of many woodworkers to
using a series of wet-ordry san@pers as their abrasive
medium. Barrry suggested if you're new and "grit-less",
you should head to the store that sells automotive parnts and
related supplies and buy a sheet or two of 180X, 320X,
400X, 600X, 1200X, and 2000X silicon carbide paper. As
you need each grit, you c:rn adhere it to a piece of l/4" thick
plate glass of a piece of marble floor tile, or equivalent,
using a 3-M#77 spray adhesive. @d. note: Even a light oil
such as WD40 works well and you can use it as the
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training sessions for its members. A secondary activity is
that of providing support to other social service
organiTalions such as providing handmade wooden toys as
christmas $fts to the needy.

With this IRS recognition we can now solicit donations
to support our

Please. If you plan to continue your membership and have
not paid your dues, won't you please do so soon. Those
who have not renewed by lvlay I will no longer receive the
newsletter.
Send your $20

Apr.

Bob X'erguson
2326 22nd Street
Lake Charles, LA 70601
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9:00 a.m. in the shop of
Bob Schmitt
3548 W. Gauthier Road
Lake Charles, LA

Subject:
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Lathe demonstrations
by Steve LeGrue of The
Cutting Edge (Houston).

FUTURE MEETINGS
May 8

In our application we described the Lake Charles
Woodworkers Club, Inc. as an organization which is
educatronal in nature, providing skill workshops and
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NEXT MEETING

GREAT NEWS
We recently received correspondence from the Internal
Revenue Service indicating that " based on the information
supplied and assuming your operatrons will be as stated in
you application for recognition of exempron, we have
determined you are exempt from Federal income tax under
section 501(a) ofthe Internal Revenue Code as an
organization described section 501 (c) (7) above".
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FINAL REMINDER

lubricant.)
These silicon sheet techniques make it easier the correct
chipped or very dull edges and are also particularly
applicable for sharpening the wider plane blade.

Krffet

Richard Hopes
John Marcon, Ex-Ofiicio

Faux Painting by Gary
Breaux of South City
Paint.
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\Yoodworking Tip via Email #48 - Dimension Lumber

Goodmorning,

.

The warm weather is just around the corner (heck, we even
had a "nice" day here in Des Moines last week). And that
gets me to thinking about outdoor projects, and the
materials used to build them, including dimension
lumber("two-by' stock). Dimension lumber is a perfectly
good material for outdoor and shop furniture projects. But
there are a couple things to consider when lnrying and

working wi& dimension lumber. Most dimension lumber is
used for house ftaming -- joists, rafters, and studs. But
when you choose dimension lumber for a furniture project,

it pays to sort through the boards more closely than a
building contractor might. When sorting, I'm looking for
the same things I look for in har6^rood. Ctear boards with
few knots and minimal warpage. I'll pick out the best boards
I can find (be sure to re-stack neatly) and then, as for other
furnitureproJects, huy a cor.rple moreboards than called for
in the plans (to allow for waste when cutting around knots
and oacks). After getting the woodback to the shop, there's
the matter of moisture content. Here in Iowa, dimension
lumber is dried to a moisture content of
abont2OYo. This is a higher moisture that I want when
building furniture projects. I prefer something arcundl2o/"
or a little less. So I like to take the time to let the wood dry
out a bit more before making any cuts.
To dry the woo4 just stack it in your shop for a week or two
on a flat zurface with sticks betrveen the boards to let the air
circulate aroundthem. If you have a moisture meter, check
the moishre content once in a while. If you don't have a
moishre meter, I suggest you give the wood an extra week
to be safe. As the wood dries, it may also change shape

(warp, cup). Or develop checks (cracks) onthe surfaces or
ends. So I look at the boards carefully as I begin to lay out
all the parts. When laying out the boards, I'm just marking
the rough sizes of the pieces in the cutting diagram or from
the materials list that came with the plans.
Note: Give yourself about an extra l/2" inwidth and 1" in
length. The main thing is to avoid any loose knots or
cracks.
After laying out all the pa.rts, I begin cutting the boards to
rough size. First, cross cut them to make the long boards
more manageable. Then the pieces can be ripped to rough
dimensions. The important thing is to square up one edge
first. At this point, the wood rnay not have perfectly square,
flat surfaces, so the first edge may have to be jointed.
Shop Note: Also, if a board is cupped, place the cupped face
down on the table saw to keep it from rocking during the
cut.
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Finally, because the dimension lumber usually has milled
(rounded over) edges, I make all the rip cuts with the square
edge against the fence. This way, when the piece is rimed
to finished width, the last cut leaves both edges square.
't
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Just a reminder that the past Woodrorking Tlps via Email
are now available on our web site at:
<http i/www. augusthome. com/etipindx. htm>
:

Have a great weekend

Gordon

Bob Schmitt's Shop
3548 W. Gauthier Rd.
Lake Charles, LA
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